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Bernard NOËL
Onze romans d'œil

“
Et tu es à la fois ce corps que
tu touches
et ce lointain
que touchent tes yeux : tu l'es
au point de les réunir,
car
la réalité et la virtualité,
ou bien la virtualité et la
réalité,
se mêlent étroitement
dans la texture unique de la
présence.

”
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Born unhurriedly between France and Indonesia,
Gaung, A Meandering Room is the culmination of an

evolving project. Nestled at its heart is an artist's
strange mannequin used as a painter's model during
the 19th century. On the way to a visual and sensory
theater, the story of a painter and his fetish model is

woven. The dive into the process of fascination at work
is created live: the painter stands in the distance,

composing his canvases, like the two musicians who
deliver haunting and incantatory music, all in the
accompaniment of the visible and the invisible.

Under a bamboo structure, the mannequin-model
linked to glass hourglasses searches within itself for the

multiple figures that have been deposited on its
wooden frame. A metaphor of the radical and

absolute disappearance of the loved one is woven, of
the ultimate fracture as the intimate reconstruction. In
active and inspiring contemplation, this theater for
puppets and characters of flesh and bone stretches

time to better fragment reality on the shattered
reflections of the fracture of beings. Identities are
revealed as shifting, carnal images abound, the

present dislocated and reality fragmented.

introduction

GAUNG
GAUNG, THEMEANDERINGROOM



Arnaud LabbéDelicata

GAUNG
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Because in each story there are fragments of an ancient story, that of
another, that of the painter, the musician, the poet, mine or yours. Gaung
draws these stories, that of the painter and his fetish model, that of the radical
and absolute disappearance of the loved one, that of the ultimate fracture of
oneself and its reconstruction.
Gaung leaves to be discerned, to be perceived, to be felt: without narrative
framework, without understandable fable, without composed chronology,
opening to the spectator the vast paths of uncertainty, suggesting an oblique,
moving glance, the exaltation of the moment. The painter's studio is however
there. The painter is there. He paints, obviously. Mamoma is also there,
perhaps occupied with other things, with other visions of itself, searching for
its multiple personalities inscribed, placed on its wooden frame.
The musicians: they are there too, sitting down. One is Indonesian, th other
is italian. Their music is haunting, incantatory. No doubt they are not alone,
sitting there, creating and conducting the vibratory amplifications of distant
sounds.
The scenography, strictly aerial, suspended and mobile, summons the secret
mechanisms of weightlessness.
On the stage: moving identities, puppets and beings of flesh, multiplications
of carnal images, simultaneity of moments, dislocated present, fragmented
reality, interweaving and sharing of artistic languages.
What do the bodies say in their uniqueness? What do their swings, their
oscillations, their flashes, their hesitations say?
It is a question of melting into the fractures of the Beings, of entering into what
is the space of a relationship. And thus to share the creative process of a
body of work in which space and memory are simultaneously revealed and
compressed.

STATEMENTOF INTENT

[n. javanese]
GAUNG
:vibrance

(gaɔ̃g)

: an increasing echo
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figures
scenography

music
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The dive into the process of fascination at work is created live:
the painter stands in the distance, composing his canvases, like
musicians who deliver haunting and incantatory music, all in the
accompaniment of the visible and the invisible. Under a bamboo
structure, the mannequin-model linked to glass hourglasses
searches within itself for the multiple figures that have been
deposited on its wooden frame. A metaphor of the radical and
absolute disappearance of the beloved is woven, of the ultimate
fracture as well as of the intimate reconstruction.

13 glass drops, filled with several kilos of sand, counterbalance
the body parts of the models, which by emptying themselves
release movements, allowing for remote manipulation. Tiles of
glass with reflections and fragility mastered. To suspend these
mechanisms, an adjustable and self-supporting bamboo structure.

The composers have created musical material inspired by silence:
no pattern, a few sounds, captured, modified and amplified. A
haunting refrain, an incantation.

The puppet, because it is unique, because its history gives it this
extra soul, because it seems to learn from human contact, goes
beyond its condition as a mechanical object. The sobriety and
obsolescence of its appearance act as a revelation of human
vanity

The scenography, strictly aerial, suspended and mobile,
summons the secret mechanics of weightlessness.
In this design, the Bamboo structure allows us to weave our
complex network of threads.
In this spectral universe, glass panes move subtly.
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The company was born in 2006 with the meeting of Júlia Kovács and
Arnaud Labbé Delicata. Both graduates of ESNAM - École Nationale
Supérieure des Arts de la Marionnette de Charleville -Mézières, they
decided to experiment with their art during a long journey on the roads
of Europe and Asia.
From Hungary, to Sarajevo (Bosnia), Istanbul and Uchisar (Turkey), to
Yerevan (Armenia), then after crossing Iran and Pakistan, India, they
finally reached Indonesia.
There, from 2010 to 2012, they studied Javanese performing arts at the
Institute of Indonesian Arts in Surakarta and continued to perform their
shows. They met the musician Mo'ong, who would accompany them
along this creative adventure. In 2013, they returned to France by air to
work with the Théâtre de Nuit, a theatre of shadows and figures. For two
seasons, they accompanied the company: Júlia as puppeteer, and
Arnaud as an observer and photographer.

In September 2013, back in Jakarta, they met the actress Marine Midy
and the lighting designer Etienne Exbrayat at the Wayang World
Puppets Carnival, who both joined them on the creation of MASQ in
Yogyakarta which was performed at the Taman Budaya; they decided
together to create a show where one of the main topics would be
interculturalism. This was the birth of the Gaung project.

Back in France in 2015, the company was successively welcomed in
residence at Au Bout du Plongeoir (Domaine de Tizé, 35), then at 7Bis
& Cies (Saint-Brieuc, 22), in 2016 at the Théâtre de la Licorne
(Dunkerque, 59), in 2019 and 2020 at the Théâtre du Blavet (Inzinzac-
Lochrist, 56), in September 2020 at the Théâtre de Laval, and in January
2021 and 2022 at the Kastell d'o.

Théâtre Automne 2085
Compagnie nomade de marionnettes et de matières

Contemporary theatre is in decadence because it has broken with

gravity and, to put it bluntly, with danger (...)

But what seems to me to be the best way to realize the danger on stage

is the objective unforeseen, the unforeseen not in the situations but in the

things: the untimely, abrupt passage from a thought image to a true

image, and for example (...) The appearance of an invented being,

made of wood and cloth, created from scratch, responding to nothing,

and yet disturbing by nature, capable of reintroducing on the stage a

little breath of that great metaphysical fear which is the basis of all

ancient theatre

Antonin ARTAUD -

The Theatre and its Double (Staging and Metaphysics)

“

”
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ARTISTIC CONCEPTION // DIRECTION
ARNAUD LABBÉ DELICATA & JÚLIA KOVÁCS

ACTING //
JÚLIA KOVÁCS, MARINEMIDY, VANDA BENES

PAINTER //
PASCAL LALOY

MUSICIANS //
J.MO’ONG SANTOSO PRIBADI, DAVIDE
GROSSO

LIGHTING //VIRGILE BARON

PUPPET CREATION //

ANONYME, ARNAUD LABBÉ DELICATA, JÚLIA
KOVÁCS, DEDY SHOFIANTO

COSTUMES // ELOÏSE GOHEL

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR //VIRGILE BARON,
ELOÏSE GOHEL

te
am
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Strangemannequin
: a 19th century painter's model of
human size, made of wood with a
number of bronze joints and whose
flesh is made of various sewn fabrics

Le modèle
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06-22
Chronology

of a long adventure
of creation

Duo Arnaud Labbé Delicata et Júlia Kovács
Encounter with the object: Le modèle Prémices
Experiments
Departure of the travelling project
Researchwith the musician T. BALI ION
Musicalized space, sensors
Creation of masks

Researchon the material: Sand& Ash

Arrival in Indonesia
Mee�ng with Davide Grosso, J. Mo'ong Santoso
Pribadi
Musical composi�on
Research on the material : Water-Pigment
Meeting withÉtienne Exbrayat, lighting designer,
MarineMidy,actresse
Équipe complète
Research
Creation of a secondmodel withDady Shofianto

Conception of the glass hourglasses
Return to France
Painting in situ Meeting with Pascal Laloy
Research // Experiments on reflection
Complete team in France

Creation of two puppets
Creation of a BambooStructure

Rehearsals
Elaboration of a show resulting from this research
and experimentation

RESIDENCIES
Summer 2015 - AU BOUT DU PLONGEOIR (Rennes)
October 2015 - 7BIS (Saint-Brieuc)
February 2016 - (Thorigné-Fouillard)
February and March 2016 - THEÂTRE DE LA
LICORNE (Dunkerque)
Summer 2016 - LES FABRIQUES Laboratoires
Ar�s�ques (Rennes -Nantes)
October 2016 - 7BIS (Saint-Brieuc)
August 2018 - 7BIS (Saint-Brieuc)

June 2019 - TRIO…S -Théâtre du Blavet (Lochrist)
December 2019 - Maison des ar�stes (St-Brieuc)

June 2020 - TRIO…S -Théâtre du Blavet (Lochrist)
September 2020 - THEÂTRE DE LAVAL (Laval)

January 2021 - KASTELL D’O (Uzel)

January 2022 - KASTELL D’O (Uzel)
February 2022 - fes�val MANIMAGINE, (Thorigné-
Fouillard)
March 2022 - fes�val Les GIBOULEES, TJP-CDN
Strasbourg
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https://automne2085.com/video/
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CO-PRODUCTION
TJP-CDN de Strasbourg
THÉÂTRE DE LAVAL, Laval
CENTRE CULTUREL KASTELL dʼO, Uzel

SUPPORT FOR THE CREATION
Ins�tut Français d'Indonésie Yogyakarta, Jakarta
Sarang Art Space-Jogja, Jakarta
DRAC Bretagne, as part of the 2021 Recovery Plan
Town of Saint-Brieuc
Saint-Brieuc Armor Agglomera�on
Departmental Council of Côtes d'Armor
Trio… S Théâtre du Blavet, INzinzac-Iochrist
Théâtre de Laval, Laval
TJP/CDN Strasbourg
Company Tro-Héol, Quemeneven
City of Rennes
Au Bout du Plongeoir, Rennes
Théâtre de la Licorne, Dunkerque
Les Fabriques // Laboratoires Ar�s�ques, Rennes-Nantes

CONTACT
Anne-Laure DOUCET
Production administrator
annelauredoucetproduction@gmail.com
+33 6 80 08 65 18
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Gaung //
puppet

Ages 14 and up
duration: 60 mins

More Infos

https://automne2085.com/video/
https://automne2085.com/video/
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